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A short history of physiognomy
Throughout the ages mankind has always attempted to penetrate the mystery of the human character and the future. All sort of arts have been used to gain this knowledge, such as astrology, the reading of the stars and planets, chiromancy, the reading of the lines of the hands, and also the art of physiognomy. Physiognomy is the science of learning to read the physical, and especially facial, features of man and interpreting the meanings of these different features in relation to a persons character or nature.

The word Physiognomy derives from the Greek word ‘physis’ and ‘gnomos’. The science of physiognomy dates back to antiquity. According to some Pythagoras (6th c. BC) is the founder of physiognomy. Others accredit this to Hippocrates (5th c. BC). The earliest known treatise that covers the science of physiognomy systematically is the Secretum Secretorum, or, as in some copies, Secreta Secretorum. In the Middle Ages the text was wrongly attributed to Aristotle. However, the author, though following the tradition and doctrines of Aristotle, is probably not the philosopher himself and is nowadays commonly referred to as pseudo-Aristotle. After Aristotle, the major extant works are: Polemo of Laodicea, de Physionomonia (2nd c. AD) and Adamantius the Sophist, Physiognomonica (4th c. AD). Both were written in Greek. Another important work is de Phisognomonia, 4th c. AD by an anonymous Latin author.​[2]​ 

The author of Physiognomics, one of the treatises that is part of the Aristotelian corpus, though not written by the philosopher himself, explains the science of physiognomy as follows:

the physiognomist draws his data from movements, shapes and colours and from habits as appearing in the face, from the growth of hair, from the smoothness of the skin, from voice, from the condition of the flesh, from parts of the body, and from the general character of the body. Generally speaking, these are the kind of things which the physiognomists quote about all those types in which the signs exist. Had this catalogue been obscure or not plainly indicative, what has already been said would have been enough. But, as it is, it is perhaps better to go through them all individually with greater accuracy, insofar as they can be clearly derived from those who study physiognomics, stating the signs, what is the nature of each and to what they refer, in so far as they have not been explained in my former words.​[3]​

Pseudo-Aristotle distinguishes three traditional methods of physiognomy, each of which he discusses at length. In the first part he seeks to explain human characteristics by tracing resemblances between a human subject and various kinds of animals. For this, the author explains, it is not of any use to discuss the individual animals. The lion is a brave animal, but there are many other brave animals. To come to a worthy physiognomy, the physiognomist should look at all brave animals and deduce which are the specific characteristics of those animals, and do not belong to any of the other animals.​[4]​ The second approach to physiognomy is based on signs of character from racial differences. The third approach uses facial expression for determination of character. At an early stage the unreliable nature of these signs was recognized, after which the basic construction and marks of the face were included in this last field of physiognomy.​[5]​ 

The earliest known practising physiognomist was one Zopyrus, who made a physiognomic reading of Socrates without knowing anything about his true character. This incident is reported by Cicero in De Fato:

Again, do we not read how Socrates was stigmatized by the ‘physiognomist’ Zopyrus, who professed to discover entire characters and natures from their body, eyes, face and brow? He said that Socrates was stupid and thick-witted because he had not got hollows in the neck above the collarbone – he used to say that these portions of his anatomy were blocked and stopped up; he also added that he was addicted to women – at which Alcibiades is said to have given a loud gaffaw!​[6]​ 

Socrates acknowledges the accuracy of Zopyrus’ diagnosis, but claims he has conquered the faults that fate had originally bestowed upon him.

When he was ridiculed by the rest who said that they failed to recognize such vices in Socrates, Socrates came to his rescue by saying that he was naturally inclined to the vices named, but had cast them out of him by the help of reason.​[7]​ 

In many influential texts the example of Socrates and Zopyrus is used to illustrate the principle of free will and to support the argument that physiognomic marks indicate potential, and that people can change.   

The core of the Secretum Secretorum, a very influential work in the middle ages, is a ‘mirror for princes’ in the form of a letter from Aristotle addressed to Alexander the Great. In this letter Aristotle, or pseudo-Aristotle, summarizes all knowledge that is essential for good governance. The text can be seen as an encyclopedia that covers a wide range of scientific and pseudo-scientific subjects, such as medicine, astrology, physiognomy, magic and astrology.  
All known versions of the Secretum Secretorum are derived from a tenth century Arabic work, the Kitāb sirr al-asrār, which claims to have been translated from Greek into Syriac into Arabic by Yahya ibn-al-Bitriq. The earliest known fragment of the Kitāb sirr al-asrār can be dated 941 AD. Although it is doubtful that there was a Greek original, extant versions of the work contain a good deal of Greek material, including a certain amount of genuinely Aristotelian doctrine. 
There are two basic Latin versions of the text. The first was written by John of Seville in the mid-twelfth century and survives in around 150 copies. The second version dates from the first half of the thirteenth century and was written by Philippus Tripolitanus. This version survives in more than 350 manuscripts.   
In the middle ages writings like the Secretum Secretorum secured their own authority by claiming ancient classical authorship. The claim that Aristotle was the author of  the Secretum Secretorum may explain the immense popularity this work enjoyed in medieval Europe from the twelfth till the seventeenth century.​[8]​ 
From the thirteenth century onwards manuscripts in the vernacular language became more and more widespread. A new public of wealthy laymen called for these texts in their own language. Also, at this time, many texts of the ancient Greek philosophers were rediscovered when they were translated from Greek into Latin and, in a later stage, into the vernacular. The increasing interest of wealthy laymen in the ‘popular sciences’ and texts in their own language in general, was responsible for the many copies in the vernacular that nowadays survive of texts like the Secretum Secretorum. The Latin Secretum Secretorum was translated in a number of languages. A translation into Middle English was made by different translators, amongst others Johannes Hispaniensis. Next to these many versions of the Secretum Secretorum, a great number of practical handbooks on different arts appeared in the later middle ages. Many of these were translations of Latin originals.    
 
Introduction to the English text and translation
The Middle English treatise The book of physiognomy appears in three manuscripts. 

Cambridge University Library Ll.4.14, ff 156b-159b (1400-50). 
University College, London, Angl. 6, f 48b (1450-1500). 
Colombia University Library, Plimpton 260 ff 14a – 31b (1400-1425).​[9]​ 

In 1975 M. Wescott Driver and Jeanne Krochalis edited The book of physiognomy as part of an edition of the Cambridge manuscript.​[10]​ The last leaf of this manuscript is missing, and the treatise about physiognomy is cut short at the description of the ear. The Cambridge manuscript also contains a version of Piers Plowman, a text that is highly praised among Middle English literature. The main focus of Driver and Krochalis lies on Piers Plowman, and it seems that consequently the other texts have not received the attention and care they deserved. Whatever the cause may be, the edition of The book of physiognomy as provided by Driver and Krochalis contains many errors. In his article, Paul Acker provides over a hundred corrections to the edition of Driver and Krochalis.​[11]​ Acker also supplies the ‘missing conclusion’ to the Cambridge manuscript, from the manuscript in the Columbia University Library, henceforward Plimpton MS 260. The London manuscript has not been used in this thesis. 

Introduction to the Latin text
The edition of the Latin text De Physiognomia bij R.A. Pack is based on seven manuscripts. Four of these manuscripts name Aristotle as the author of the treatise, another one speaks of Avicenna. The following manuscripts were used for this edition.​[12]​

B. 	London, British Museum, Cotton Ms. Julius D. VIII, ff. 126v-131r, 14th c.
C. 	Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, Ms. 481, pages 358-403, 13th c.
G. 	Gent, Centrale Bibliotheek der Rijksuniversiteit, Ms. 5, ff. 67v-71r. Dated 1479 
E. 	Erfurt, Wissenschaftliche Bibliothek der Stadt Erfurt, Amplonianische Sammlung, Ms. Fol. 32, ff. 74r-78v. 13th c.
L. 	London, British Museum, Sloane Ms. 3124, ff. 84r-90v, 15th c. 
M. 	Madrid, La Real Biblioteca de San Lorenzo del Escorial, Ms. P. III. 8, fr. 7v-18v. 
14 th c. 
S. 	London, British Museum, Sloane Ms. 513, folios 77v-83r, 15th c. 

The manuscripts date from the thirteenth to the fifteenth century. According to Pack none of the seven Latin manuscripts can be each other’s parent or other ancestor. Consequently their descent must be parallel and their relation fraternal. The C-manuscript (13th c.) has some unique readings which also occur in the English text of Camb. Univ. Ll.IV.14. We may assume that the English text is most closely related to, and may descend from the Latin C-manuscript. For this reason, the translation of the Latin text follows the C-manuscript, whenever differences between the Latin manuscripts occur.

Summary of the text
The book of physiognomy begins with an etymology of the term ‘physiognomy’ and then explains that the workings of the body are based on the four humours: choler, phlegm, blood and melancholy. The four humours in turn are derived from the four elements: fire, water, air and earth. The author gives a description of the various characteristics, in body and in character, that belong to persons predominated by these different humours. This is followed by a description of the seven planets and the character traits and physical features they give to the men under their rule. The author goes on to explain that knowing the humours and planets is not always enough. Because of this it is important to look at the outward signs of the body. However, some individuals may have certain physical characteristics that point to a different meaning. In this case most attention must be given to the more important members, of which the most important is the head. The remaining chapters set out to describe the different forms of the head, hair, face, forehead, eyes, nose, eyebrows, mouth, teeth, ears, neck and throat. The author ends with a warning not to judge too hastily, untill you are as wise as the physiognomist that taught him all these things.   
 
The edition
This edition of The book op physiognomy follows Driver and Krochalis’ edition and includes the corrections from Paul Acker. The conclusion, from halfway the ear onwards is based on Acker’s edition. Brackets <...> indicate adjustments to the edition of Driver and Krochalis by Paul Acker. Changes that could not be put into brackets are described in the notes. The edition of Driver and Krochalis and the corrections by Acker have been compared to the original text in Plimton MS 260. When differences in the text occur this has been made clear in the notes. Differences in spelling that do not make any difference to the meaning of the text have not been registered. Text between square brackets [...] proposes a possible addition to the translation based on the Latin text. 
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